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1

Introduction

With the opening of the Landsat archive in 2002, the largest
remote sensing archive became available to the public (Wulder et al., 2012). This record presents the most comprehensive civil database on the Earth’s surface, and it has stimulated research across the globe for many disciplines (Wulder et al., 2016). Several spaceborne remote sensing missions have since then been launched (Belward and Skøien,
2015), some of them operating now for more than 20 years,
such as the highly successful missions carrying the MODIS
instrument. Furthermore, recent spaceborne earth observation missions not only continue the building of global remote sensing archives using various sensors but also significantly increased the temporal and spatial resolution (e.g. the
Sentinel-2 mission), allowing the dynamics of the Earth to
be studied at so far unprecedented spatio-temporal resolution on a global scale. These datasets have also contributed
to the field of geomorphology and geoarchaeology. Exemplarily, Brandolini et al. (2021) and Orengo and Petrie (2017)
used time series of the Sentinel-2 or Landsat mission to infer and map differences in soil and moisture properties re-

lated to historic or palaeogeographical features. Further, Ullmann et al. (2020) have investigated long-term differences in
the normalized difference water index (NDWI) in the Nile
Delta to map buried palaeogeographical features, i.e. related
to former river branches of the Nile, or buried Pleistocene
sand hills (“geziras”) often used as settlement mounts. While
these archives and datasets certainly offer new opportunities, the handling and analyses come with challenges, most
strikingly arising from the enormous data load and the high
computing effort. Fortunately, some of these limitations can
be overcome by recently available cloud-computing capacities, exemplary offered by the Google Earth Engine (GEE)
(Gorelick et al., 2017). These capacities allow processing and
analysing large stacks of earth observation data in a cloud
environment in a very fast and efficient manner without the
need of downloading and processing the raw data. To make
these new developments applicable for users with less experience in remote sensing, we present here a freely available GEE tool that allows the processing of remote sensing
archive data from Landsat, MODIS, and Sentinel-2 in a userfriendly way. The tool is based on the GEE efforts of previ-
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ous research (Ullmann et al., 2020) but provides an improved
and ready-to-use browser-based application that is suitable
for users who are less familiar with GEE. In this contribution, we exemplarily show the processing results of the tool
for the entire Nile Delta for Landsat, MODIS, and Sentinel2 and continue mapping buried palaeogeographical features
using the long-term differences in NDWI (see Ullmann et
al., 2020).
2

Study area

The Egyptian Nile Delta covers about 24 000 km2 and is
the largest delta of the Mediterranean Sea. Historic textual
sources witness up to seven major Nile branches that flowed
through the delta, while today only the Rosetta and Damietta branches exist (Fig. 1; Bietak, 1975). In antiquity, these
waterways were of high significance for intra-Egyptian trade
and traffic, and major ancient Egyptian cities are exclusively
found in their immediate surroundings. Hence, the reconstruction of the Holocene delta environments is also crucial
for studying the human–environment interactions of ancient
Egypt (Butzer, 1976; Pennington et al., 2017; Bietak, 1975).
For protection against the seasonal Nile floods, settlements
were either built on Pleistocene sand mounds (“geziras”) or
on the embankments of the river branches. However, due to
the long-term dynamics of the riverine system, the landscape
of the Nile Delta has constantly changed. Water courses have
been silted up and are no longer visible in the modern landscape. Knowing about the importance of localizing the route
of former Nile branches, several geophysical and geoarchaeological investigations were carried out in the past, of which
some also rely on remotely sensed imagery, e.g. Ginau et
al. (2017) and El-Fadaly et al. (2019).
3

snow index (NDSI), are calculated and processed by default.
Following the approach presented in a preceding work (Ullmann et al., 2020), in this study we exemplarily focus on
two median NDWI images which were calculated from the
time series: one for the winter (January/February) and one
for the summer (July/August) seasons and for each sensor.
These NDWI images were then differenced (summer minus
winter) to draw the long-term seasonal difference (1NDWI;
Fig. 2).

Material and methods

In continuation of these efforts, the processing of remote
sensing time series of Landsat (including Landsat 9 and Collection 2 data), Sentinel-2 and MODIS was conducted using the cloud-based processing capacities of the GEE. For
this purpose, we developed a script which allows the generation of cloud-free surface reflectance products and various spectral indices for a user-defined period, region of
interest, and for the earth observation data of the respective sensors. The source code of this tool is freely available
on GitHub (https://github.com/EricMoeller96/master_thesis,
last access: 9 November 2022) and comes with documentation on the most important settings. The tool requires a minimum of user inputs for the execution and can be executed for
a user-defined region. Exemplarily, the datasets, specified in
Table 1, were processed to generate median RBG composites for the entire Nile Delta (Fig. 1). In addition, multispectral indices, such as the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), NDWI (Gao, 1996), and normalized difference
E&G Quaternary Sci. J., 71, 243–247, 2022
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First results and discussion

The GEE script allows cloud-free summer and winter mosaics to be processed for the entire Nile Delta in a fast manner
and for all sensors (Fig. 1) using analysis-ready products (i.e.
surface reflectance). Processing time in the GEE was about
10 to 30 min, which would not be achievable using standard
computing facilities given the high number of scenes (e.g.
more than 1900 scenes for Landsat).
Thus, the analyses are not limited to the spectral indices,
but the multispectral information can also be utilized, which
opens possibilities for further investigations apart from the
differentiation of spectral indices, e.g time series analysis or
land cover classification. The 1NDWI images of all three
sensors show corresponding positive and negative anomalies
on the broadest scale (Fig. 2), which follow the general systematic outlined in Ullmann et al. (2020). As such, the largest
and strongest anomalies likely display distinctive features
of the general (palaeo-)environmental setting as sketched by
Butzer (1976). For instance, strong negative anomalies of the
1NDWI somewhat match the proposed location of sands at
or near the surface at several locations between the modern
course of the Rosetta and the Damietta branches and between
Tanta and Cairo. In all datasets negative 1NDWI values are
found in the western Nile Delta (south of Alexandria and
west of Damanhur), the central Nile Delta (south of Tanta towards Cairo), and in the northern Nile Delta (in the vicinity
of Lake Burullus). Positive 1NDWI values are less frequent,
and the largest patches are found near Lake Burullus (north)
and Lake Manzala (east). Obviously, the higher spatial resolution of Landsat and Sentinel-2 allows a more detailed picture to be depicted; in both datasets spatially varying positive and negative anomalies are found in the delta west of
the Rosetta branch. Overall, Sentinel-2 data deliver a better
geometric resolution revealing more details (e.g. as exemplified for Geziret Sineita in Fig. 2d–f); however, due to the
rather short time series of 4 years (compared to 36 years offered by Landsat), anomalies are less clear, and the 1NDWI
image shows more heterogeneities compared to the results
of Landsat. This is also displayed by the higher deviation
used to scale the 1NDWI images (Fig. 2). It is likely that
this issue is linked to the short time series as seasonal differences in NDWI become best visible when long timescales are
analysed (Ullmann et al., 2020). As such, a long observation
https://doi.org/10.5194/egqsj-71-243-2022
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Figure 1. Comparison of cloud-free summer (July/August) median RGB composites of the Nile Delta: (a) MODIS (2001–2021), (b) Landsat
(1985–2021), (c) Sentinel-2 (2017–2021), and (d–f) detailed views of the city of Zagazig. Ancient river channels of the Nile are drawn
according to Pennington et al. (2017).
Table 1. Overview of investigated remote sensing datasets which were processed using the Google Earth Engine. Bands refer to

B = blue, G = green, R = red, NIR = near infrared, and SWIR = short-wave infrared. Multispectral indices and products are as follows:
NDVI = normalized difference vegetation index, NDWI = normalized difference water index, NDSI = normalized difference snow index,
NBR = normalized burn ratio, and LST = land surface temperature. Composites of each band, index, and product were generated using the
median operator; as such, a pixel shows the median value over the entire stack of all cloud-free acquisitions within the period of investigation.
Mission

Resampled
geometric
resolution
(m)

Bands

Multispectral indices and
products

Period of
investigation

MODIS

500

B, G, R, NIR1, NIR2, SWIR1, SWIR2

NDVI, NDWI, NBR, NDSI, LST

January/February
2001 to 2021

1240

MODIS

500

B, G, R, NIR1, NIR2, SWIR1, SWIR2

NDVI, NDWI, NBR, NDSI, LST

July/August
2001 to 2021

1363

Landsat

30

B, G, R, NIR, SWIR1, SWIR2

NDVI, NDWI, NBR, NDSI

January/February
1985 to 2021

Landsat

30

B, G, R, NIR, SWIR1, SWIR2

NDVI, NDWI, NBR, NDSI

July/August
1985 to 2021

Sentinel-2

20

B, G, R, Red Edge 1, Red Edge 2, Red Edge 3,
NIR, Red Edge 4, SWIR1, SWIR2

NDVI, NDWI, NBR, NDSI

January/February
2017 to 2021

412

Sentinel-2

20

B, G, R, Red Edge 1, Red Edge 2, Red Edge 3,
NIR, Red Edge 4, SWIR1, SWIR2

NDVI, NDWI, NBR, NDSI

July/August
2017 to 2021

814

period is important to identify rather weak anomalies in the
1NDWI. Thus for now, the Landsat archive appears to be the
most useful and promising record for identifying 1NDWI
anomalies associated with surface and near-surface discontinuities in soil properties. Taking this further, Fig. 3 shows
https://doi.org/10.5194/egqsj-71-243-2022

Number of
images

620
1310

preliminary results from the continued mapping efforts. The
visual analysis of the Landsat 1NDWI revealed several additional linear and meandering anomalies, especially between
Damanhur and Tanta and in the surroundings of Zagazig.
Some of them correspond remarkably well with the general
E&G Quaternary Sci. J., 71, 243–247, 2022
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Figure 2. Comparison of 1NDWI anomalies of the Nile Delta: (a) MODIS (2001–2021), (b) Landsat (1985–2021), (c) Sentinel-2 (2017–

2021), and (d–f) detailed views of Geziret Sineita (Tell es-Sunayta) (see van den Brink, 1987). Ancient river channels of the Nile are drawn
according to Pennington et al. (2017).

Figure 3. Preliminary mapping results of 1NDWI anomalies in
the central Nile Delta based on Landsat imagery (1985–2021). Ancient river channels of the Nile are drawn according to Pennington
et al. (2017).

flow directions and river routes indicated by Pennington et
al. (2017). These anomalies could therefore indicate former
courses of the Canopic Branch and Saitic Branch.

and latest cloud-based processing capacities open new opportunities to study the nature and dynamics of the land surface on a local to global scale. This opens opportunities in the
field of geomorphology and geoarchaeology, e.g. in the context of landscape archaeology. In the present contribution,
we highlight as an example the application of a freely available Google Earth Engine (GEE) tool to process cloud-free
composites for the Nile Delta using the archives of MODIS,
Landsat, and Sentinel-2. Following a preliminary approach,
seasonal differences in the NDWI were investigated and interpreted in the context of buried palaeogeographical features. Among the investigated data, the Landsat archive offers the most promising record to identify spectral anomalies related to surface and surficial discontinuities of soil and
land properties. Given the global availability of remote sensing data from Sentinel-2, Landsat, and MODIS, as well as the
capacities that arise from the Google Earth Engine, a transfer
to other sites with similar environmental conditions (e.g. continuous rather that homogeneous land cover) seems certainly
feasible and of interest for future investigations.

Code and data availability. Data

5

Conclusion

The increased number and availability of spaceborne remote
sensing records, their enhanced spatio-temporal resolution,
E&G Quaternary Sci. J., 71, 243–247, 2022

relating to this paper
are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request. The Google Earth Engine code is available at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7313130 (EricMoeller96, 2022).
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